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2 - FURTHER SPACES ANO MAPS.
Now we i ntroduce some further noti ons concernl n9 app l i ed vec tor spaces
and maps.
Vertical and unitary spaces.
-l \-le introjuce the snaccs ofapplied vectors relative to $, and UI.
OEFINITION.
The VERTICAL SPACE WITH RESPECT TO ([,t,T). or the PHASE SPACE, Dr
the ACCELERATION SPACE, is
•
A " T [ " Ker
The HORIZONTAL SPACE WITH, RESPECT TO ([,t,T) 15
•
The UNITARY SPACE, or the VELOCITY SPACE, is
, - l
VI " n = (Tt) (Tx l) = [ x UI <--> [ •
2 Let us remember that T[ has two bundle structures, namely
PROPOS IT ION.
(H,Tt,T T) and
,
a) H • the submanifo l d of H characteri zed by • o O1S X -
,
H • the submanifold of n characterized by • o l15 X - •
•b) H and H have two na tura l ~undle structures, namely
•
,
•
,
(H,t,T) and (H,"[,[) •
(T[ , t, T)
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and
c) The sequence
,
0··1[-- H ~H··O lS exact
We have not a cano~ica1 splitting of T[, as we have not a canonical
projection H ... H, or a canonica1 inclusion H '-' H .
.'
In the same way we have not a canonica1 isomorphism T[ - T[ .
3 We can extend the vertical derivative 1n terms of app1ied vectors.
uEFINITION.
oc ~
Let F be a C manifo1d and f: [ ~ ~ a C map.
The VERTICAL TANGENT MAP of f, WITH RESPECT TO ([,t,I), lS the map
•
Tf -
•
:H H.
<
4 We can V1ew the metric as a function on H, which will becc:rn( the
kinetic energy in dynamics.
DEFINITION.
The METRIC FUNCTION lS the funtion
(e,u ì -glven by
5 PROPOSITION.
v <
9 : H - R,
l
2
2
u •
We have v9 - l2
v .1. Jg .. x X
l J
Second order spaces, affine connection and canonica] projection.
6 We consider now the second order tangent spaces.
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DEFINITION.
, ,
The VERTICAL SPACE, WITH RESPECT TO (T[,t,T), 15
. . \
The VERTICAL SPACE, viITH RESPECT TO (n,t,li) and (U,II[,[), 15
·2
vT [ = Ker •Tt Ker T I I =[
- - 2[x$xOx$"-+ TL
The BIUNITARY SPACE or BIVELOCITY SPACE, i5
-[xlJ/x$ , diagonal • [xlJixlJix$
The VERTICAL BIUNITARY SPACE, WITH RESPECT TO (T[,TI[,[), 15
2 ' 2
,;VI -)T [ - vTn
7 PROPOSITION.
•
t 2[ T2[
•
• the 5ubmanifo1 d of cha racteri zed by -:0 "'o "O O15 X =x - x -- •
'2 •-
" " " " " " "
'0 ..... 0 ••• O')T [ x =x x· -- - •
" " " " "
• •• •
'":0 .... °1"".:1-1 .. ( OX =x = ,x =x ,x = .
'2
'JT [ " " " " " " "
•
*0= 1,,;t=0,xo - O •
8 Let U5 consider some important canonical maps, which are used to defi-
ne the covariant derivatives.
DEFINITION.
a) The AFFINE CONNECTION MAP
2 2
r : T [ - vT [ ,
glven by (e,u,v,w) .... (e,u,o,w),
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induces natura11y the maps
and
b) The CANONICAL PROJECTION (which lS an isomorphism on fibers).
given by
f I 2iL ; vT [
(e,u,o,w)
-> T[ ,
(e,w) ,
induces natura11y the maps
<
n
and
9 PROPOSITION.
'2
: v T [
,
n •
We have ( 'o. 'o.X " Xo , -
I
I :0. :0I x o r - x
1 •
-o.
x o r - o
I •• o "o ..k ..k :k :0 ;8x r x • x r x + r x x\ o - , o - •0.8
We have "o 11= ,o.x o X
.0. 11= ..0.X o x
\. •
-
10 Then we can introduce the covariant derivative in a way that, not
making an essenti al use of free vectors, can be extended to manifo1ds.
DEFINITION.
Let u .(id ,ù): [ -> n
[
and be (00 vector fields.
The COVARIANT DERIVATIVE of
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v with respect to u •15
3 - ASSOLUTE KINEMATICS.
Here we introduce the basic e1ements of one-body kinematics independent
of any frame of reference.
Abso1ute wor1d-1ine and motion.
1 The basic definition of ki nemati cs • the fo 11 owi ng . Here we consider15
~
a C wor1d-1ine extending a10ng the whole T. We leave to the reader
the easy generalization to the case when it • 2 where,15 C almost every or
when it extends along an interval of T.
DEFINITION.
~A WORLD-LINE 15 a connected C submanifold
sud: that $ ,.., t1, 15 a sing1eton,
T
li TeT .
The MOTION, RELATIVE TO THE WORLD LINE ~,1S the map
M : T ~
given by T ~ the unique element e $"M1
T
•
Henceforth in this section we suppose a wor1d-line MI, or its motion
M, to be gi ven.
